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Variations in ice mass deform the Earth and modify its gravity field, a process known as Glacial Isostatic
Adjustment (GIA). GIA in Antarctica remains poorly constrained due to the cumulative effect of past and
present ice-mass changes, the unknown history of the past ice-mass change, and the uncertainties on the
mechanical properties of the Earth. This paper investigates the effect of using Andrade and Burgers
viscoelastic rheologies, rather than the commonly used Maxwell rheology, to model GIA-induced
deformation in Antarctica. The Love number and Green's function formalism are used to compute the
radial surface displacements and the gravity changes induced by the past and present ice-mass changes.
We consider an Earth model whose elastic properties and radial structure are averaged from the Pre-
liminary Reference Earth Model and two viscosity profiles to account for the recently published results
on the present ice-mass changes. Using the three rheological laws affects the temporal response of the
Earth differently, leading to smaller discrepancies than those induced by the two viscosity structures. The
differences are the largest between Maxwell and Burgers rheologies during the 100e1000 years
following the beginning of the surface-mass change. Results show that using the Andrade and Burgers
rheologies allows the Earth to respond on decennial to centennial time scales, up to 10 m more than
Maxwell. Considering only the recent ice-mass changes, the deformation rates derived from Burgers and
Andrade rheologies are several times larger than those estimated by Maxwell rheology.
© 2024 Editorial office of Geodesy and Geodynamics. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of
KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Antarctica is the southernmost continent on Earth. Its surface
covers 14:1� 106 km2 including 98% beneath ice. The melting of
the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) could induce a global mean sea level
rise of 58 m [1]. Due to the large extent of the AIS, ice-mass change
can only be assessed from satellite altimetry data, which provides
changes in the elevation of the ice surface, or by satellite gravimetry
data, where changes in gravity are a direct result of changes in mass
[2,3]. Several studies provide estimates of the ice mass balance in
Antarctica [1,4]. The results indicate an ice loss of about 2,720 Gt
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between 1992 and 2017 [1]. In response to these mass changes, the
surface of the Earth deforms. Deformations resulting from past and
present ice-mass changes are due to viscoelastic processes and
gravitational responses, tending to an isostatic equilibrium. This
process, called Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA), is directly influ-
enced by the mechanical properties and the structure of the inner
Earth.

The effects of GIA have been observed and studied for a long
time [5,6]. GIA generates crustal displacements and variations of
the Earth's gravity field, which are currently observed by the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and ground or space-based
gravimetry such as the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) and its Follow On (GRACE-FO) missions [7,8]. Removing
GIA signals from positioning and gravity data is required to accu-
rately estimate present ice-mass changes from geodetic observa-
tions [9e11]. GIA-induced deformations are classically modeled by
assuming a viscoelastic Earth with a Maxwell rheology [9,12,13].
This rheology is characterized by a short-term elastic response and
a long-term viscous response, commonly represented as a spring
and a dash-pot, respectively. The Maxwell rheology has made it
possible to explain the sea level evolution deduced from the
lsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article
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emergence of paleo-shorelines, particularly in regions formerly
covered by ice during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), such as the
North American region [14]. Several studies based on GIA-related
observations, such as land uplift or relative sea level, suggest that
the average viscosity of the mantle, from the bottom of the litho-
sphere down to a depth of 1 400 km, should be of the order of
1021 Pa$s [15,16]. However, recent studies show that uplift rates in
response to current glacier thinning [17] and those resulting from
the end of the Little Ice Age (LIA) [18e20] cannot be explained by
the Maxwell rheology and the classical viscosity profile used to
describe the deformations resulting from the Pleistocene deglaci-
ation. These deformations are best explained if a viscosity of about
1018 � 1019 Pa$s is used for the upper mantle or a part of it. In
Antarctica, such low viscosities might reflect the lateral structure of
the Earth as suggested by seismic tomography [21,22]. It has
already been shown that lateral changes in the Earth's mechanical
structure can affect the predictions of surface displacement [10],
mass balance from space-based gravimetry [23], and sea-level
change [24]. However, they remain barely considered when
analyzing geodetic data or deriving the global deglaciation model
ICE6G_C [25].

In parallel, studies of postseismic deformation commonly
employ Burgers rheology [26], suggesting lower viscosities and
fast non-elastic deformations. The Burgers rheology can be
described as a Maxwell element (spring and dash-pot in series)
and one (simple Burgers model or SBM) or several (extended
Burgers model or EBM) Kelvin-Voigt elements (spring- and dash-
pot in parallel) connected in series. Maxwell and Kelvin-Voigt el-
ements allow SBM and EBM to describe steady-state and transient
viscous responses, respectively [27]. According to Ivins et al. [27],
SBM and EBM have similarities if the respective parameters are
properly adjusted. Performing simple experiments involving de-
formations of an EBM half-space, Ivins et al. [28] point out that
purely elastic models are not appropriate to account for de-
formations from inter-annual time scale, and Maxwell models may
lead to long-term viscosity of the low mantle. Thus, they favor the
use of transient rheologies. Transient rheologies have already been
discussed by Yuen et al. [29] and Peltier et al. [30] in the framework
of GIA. They concluded that transient rheologies are not crucial for
understanding GIA, particularly in the North American region.
Sabadini et al. [31] discussed the effect of transient rheologies with
respect to the viscosity of the lower mantle. They found that
transient rheologies can achieve similar results but with a different
viscosity profile than that with Maxwell. These previous studies
were mainly focused on the deformations induced by the Pleis-
tocene deglaciation. Including LIA and present ice-mass changes in
Greenland, Paxman et al. [32] obtained similar results to those of
Ivins et al. [28]. The transient rheologies could be used to unify low
and high mantle viscosities estimated from decadal to centennial
and millennial surface-mass changes. Simon et al. [33] showed
that SBM allows for a better explanation of the rapid changes of the
near-field postglacial sea level than the Maxwell rheology. Based
on Ivins et al. [34], using SBM argues that deformation estimated
by the EBM does not show complex temporal changes given
gradual surface-mass changes. Michel and Boy [35] highlighted the
importance of the anelasticity of the Earth mantle in estimating
the deformations due to present melts, especially for low-degree
deformations.

The Andrade rheology is also a transient rheology frequently
employed in astronomical and planetary studies to account for
energy dissipation [36e38]. This rheology has a steady-state phase
represented by a Maxwell element, such as SBM and EBM, and a
transient phase driven by a power-law function of time [39].
Gevorgyan et al. [38] indicated that it is possible to interpret the
non-Maxwell contribution of the Andrade rheology as a
2

continuum of Kelvin-Voigt elements added in series. Indeed, they
approximated the Andrade rheology using 6 K-Voigt elements
when studying Enceladus' energy dissipation due to libration. Yet,
the Andrade rheology has not been employed to study GIA, and the
SBM or EBM has not been used in Antarctica.

This paper aims at assessing the differences between using
Maxwell, Burgers and Andrade rheologies when estimating
geodetic parameters in response to GIA induced by short and long-
term ice-mass change in Antarctica. It is not the goal of this paper to
explain current observations. As mentioned above, the effects of
lateral changes in the Earth's structure have been studied. Thus, we
want to investigate the following questions: i) For a typical Earth
structure, whether there is a significant difference in deformation
due to past and present ice-mass changes using these three rheo-
logical methods. ii) How strong viscosity contrasts in the upper
mantle affect these deformations. iii) How the predicted cumula-
tive deformations and rates are affected by the three rheologies.
2. Modeling strategy

2.1. Formalism

To model the Earth's deformations and gravity changes in
response to surface ice-mass changes, we use the gravito-visco-
elasticity theory and Green's function formalism [13,40]. This
formalism requires the computation of Love Numbers (LNs)
introduced by Love (1909) [41]. Love Numbers are dimensionless
numbers that reflect the inner structure of the Earth and relate
the deformations and gravity changes of the Earth to the cause of
the deformation [40,42,43]. Ice changes result from a change in
the ice-mass distribution at the Earth's surface, representing a
surface loading. In the spherical harmonic formalism, a surface-
mass distribution ðsnÞ of harmonic degree (n) induces a radial
(un) and tangential (vn) displacement of the surface as well as a
change in the gravity potential (fn) of the same degree. Loading
Love Numbers (LLNs) h0n, l0n and k0n, describing the capability of
the Earth to deform when submitted to a unit surface forcing, are
related to displacements and gravity changes by the following
relations [44]:

un ¼ h0n
re

3
2nþ 1

sn (1)

vn ¼ l0n
re

3
2nþ 1

sn (2)

fn ¼ 1þ k0n
re

3g
2nþ 1

sn (3)

where re is the average density of the Earth and g is the surface
gravity.

Several methods have been implemented to compute LLNs, like
the normal mode approach [13,45] and the propagator approach
[46]. With the ALMA (plAnetary Love nuMbers cAlculator) soft-
ware, Melini et al. [47] introduced an original strategy to integrate
the gravito-viscoelasticity equations numerically. ALMA can rapidly
and accurately compute the LLNs for a spherically symmetric, non-
rotating, incompressible and self-gravitating Earth model, as well
as the Heaviside loading function. Using the Post-Widder formula,
it employs a numerical Laplace inversion of the Love number
equations [48e50]. LLNs computed using ALMA are close to the
ones calculated using other approaches [51]. More explanations of
the method are shown in Spada (2003) [44] as well as Spada and
Boschi (2006) [52].



Fig. 1. (a) Density, (b) rigidity and (c) viscosity profiles of the Earth models VM5a and
VM5am.
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2.2. Earth's radial structure

We use two models for the Earth's inner structure derived from
the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) [53]. The models
have a different number of layers. For each layer, rigidity and
density are averaged from the PREM radial structure. Since we
select the ICE-6G_C (VM5a) deglaciation model [25,54] for inves-
tigating the effects of rheologies on GIA estimates, the associated
VM5a viscosity profile is used. The VM5a model includes a 100 km
thick elastic lithosphere, a viscosity of the upper mantle hUM ¼
0:5� 1021 Pa$s, a 530 km shallow lower mantle with a viscosity
hLM1 ¼ 1:6� 1021 Pa$s, and a deep lower mantle with a viscosity
hLM2 ¼ 3:1� 1021 Pa$s. We also use a modified version of this
viscosity profile to account for recently published results in
important ice-melting areas [17,19,20]. This profile, called VM5am,
divides the upper mantle into two viscoelastic layers. The shallow
upper mantle is 120 km thick with a viscosity hSUM ¼ 1:0�
1018 Pa$s, assuring a large viscosity contrast as suggested by pre-
viously cited studies, while the deep upper mantle has the same
properties as VM5a. The parameters of these models are described
in Fig. 1.

2.3. Rheological law

Describing quasi-instantaneous and prolonged surface dis-
placements or gravity changes is usually realized by invoking a
viscoelastic body. The most often used viscoelastic rheology in GIA
studies is the Maxwell law [13,55]. A body driven by such a law
behaves elastically instantaneously and is characterized by a
viscous steady-state behavior for longer loading. For a Maxwell
body submitted to a Heaviside loading, the creep compliance
function JM describes the strain variations under a step function of
stress [39]. Following Ivins et al. [27], we obtain the normalized
complianceJM. The normalizing factor is s0

2m , where s0 is the initial

loading stress and m is the rigidity. The normalized compliance
function is given as [36]:

JMðtÞ ¼
�
1þ t

tM

�
HðtÞ (4)

where t is the time, HðtÞ is the Heaviside function, tM is the
Maxwell time with tM ¼ h

m , and h is the viscosity. To illustrate the

strain variations of a Maxwell medium, we consider a stress func-
tion representing an unloading and a loading phase at t ¼ 20 yrs
and t ¼ 70 yrs, respectively. Assuming that m ¼ 1011 Pa$s and h ¼
1021 Pa$s, Fig. 2 shows the synchronous unloading phase and the
elastic deformation followed by the steady-state deformation and
the non-recoverable strain after the loading phase.

A Burgers viscoelastic body can be described as a Maxwell body
to which a Kelvin-Voigt element has been added, enabling a tran-
sient response. This transient response allows the stressedmedium
to gradually deform from the elastic response to the steady state
behavior. It is often used to explain postseismic deformations
[26,56]. To describe the transient phase, the Burgers law requires a
second viscosity h0 and a second rigidity m0. Then, the normalized
creep compliance function for the Burgers rheology JB takes the
following form [27]:

JBðtÞ ¼
�
1þ t

tM
þ m

m0
�
1þ e�

t
t0
��

HðtÞ (5)

where t0 ¼ h0
m0. Considering the same unloading and loading history,

Fig. 2a and b shows the effects of h
0

h and
m0
m onJB, respectively. Fig. 2a
3

shows that the h0

h controls the timing of the transient response, with

a lower ratio greatly shortening its duration. Fig. 2b shows that the
m0
m controls the amplitude of the response, with a lower ratio leading

to a larger response. To estimate postseismic rebound, it is common

to use h0

h2½0:01;0:1� and m0
m2½0:1;1�.

The Andrade rheology is an extension of the Maxwell
rheology by adding a damping term to the creep compliance
function represented as a power law of time. A discussion of
this model is introduced by Gevorgyan et al. [38]. It is often
used to model tidal deformations, accounting for the energy
dissipation of telluric bodies. We assume that the relaxation
time (i.e., the time required for a body to reach 63% of the full
deformation) is the same for both the Andrade and Maxwell
rheologies [36]. That time is written as tM ¼ tA ¼ h

m . The

normalized creep compliance function for the Andrade
rheology (JA) is [36]:



Fig. 2. Deformations over time due to unloading at t ¼ 20 yrs and loading at t ¼ 70 yrs for the Maxwell, Andrade and Burgers rheologies with s0 ¼ 1 Pa. The effects of (a) the h
h0 ratio,

(b) the m
m0 ratio, and (c) the a parameter.
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JAðtÞ ¼
 
1þ t

tM
þ
�

t
tM

�a
!

HðtÞ (6)

where a is a physical parameter representing the transient
response [36,57], ranging as a2½0:15; 0:6�. Referring to the same
stress history, Fig. 2c shows the impact of that parameter. Similarly

to the h0

h ratio, a acts on the duration of the transient response and

its amplitude. a is usually taken between 0.33 and 0.5 [37,47,58,59],
mainly as 1/3. Using the same parameters defining the Maxwell
element, the SBM and Andrade rheology lead to the largest strain
compared to the purely Maxwell medium.
2.4. Sensitivity of LLNs to rheologies and viscosity profiles

2.4.1. Variations in LLNs due to rheological parameters
The Andrade and Burgers rheologies require more parameters

than the ones used to describe the Maxwell rheology. The effect of
those parameters on LLNs is investigated. We compute the Heavi-
side LLNs one year after the loading for the Earth model VM5awith
Burgers and Andrade rheologies and the harmonic degrees ranging
from 2 to 400.

Fig. 3 shows the LLNswith an SBM having m0
m ¼ 0:3 [26,56,60] and

h0

h in {0.001, 0.01, 0.1} and an Andrade rheology with a in {0.15, 0.33,

0.45, 0.6}. We consider h0

h ¼ 0:001, corresponding to a transient

relaxation time 300 shorter than the Maxwell time, to illustrate a
relatively rapid transient response of an SBM (Fig. 2).
4

Except for h0

h ¼ 0:001, both rheologies show similar variations of

LLN as a function of increasing degrees. The largest differences are
observed for degrees lower than 250 for both rheologies. Beyond

300, there is no notable effect if we change the ratio h0

h and the

parameter a. This indicates that the transient response can impact
LLNs for degrees lower than 200 or equivalently to the deformation
of a wavelength larger than 200 km.

Few differences are observed using a ratio of 0.01 and 0.1 in the
case of the Burgers rheology. The greatest differences are obtained
with a ratio of 0.01, 0.1, or 0.001. Further, we keep the ratio of 0.1
[26,56,60] as a reference to estimate the impact of the Burgers
rheology on GIA modeling.

There are tiny differences in the LLNs with a ranging from 0.33
to 0.6. However, discrepancies are obtained with a ¼ 0:15 at the

level of the differences in the SBM between h0

h ¼ 0:01 and 0:1. Thus,

the LLNs are weakly sensitive to a change in this parameter. Given
that, we use the classical value of a ¼ 1=3 for the rest of this study.

2.4.2. Effects of the Earth model on the LLNs
To investigate the effect of the rheologies on the time response

of the Earth to loading, we compute LLNs 1, 10, 100, 1,000, and
10,000 years after the loading for degrees up to 250 using the six
Earth models. Results with the elastic responses are shown in
Figs. 4e6.

LLNs obtained with the VM5a profile deviate from the elastic
response ten years after the loading for the Andrade and Burgers
rheologies and one hundred years after the loading for the
Maxwell rheology. For VM5am, the differences are notable as



Fig. 3. LLNs computed using the Earth model VM5a with the (a) Burgers and (b)
Andrade rheologies for h0

h and a one year after loading.

Fig. 4. LLNs computed for VM5a and VM5am Earth models using Maxwell (blue),
Andrade (red) and Burgers (black) rheologies (a) one year and (b) ten years after the
loading. The green curves show the elastic LLNs of the VM5a (solid) and VM5am
(dashed) models.
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early as one year after the loading for all the rheologies. All
rheologies and Earth's viscosity profiles lead to h0n and k0n that
converge to the elastic limit for degrees larger than 225 and 150
one and ten thousand years after the loading. For degrees larger
than 200, the discrepancies in LLNs concerning the Maxwell
rheology for any rheology and Earth's structure are lower than
2.5%. This means that for wavelengths smaller than 200 km, the
time response of our Earth models is similar and close to the
elastic one.

LLNs calculated for the VM5a model show notable differences
for decennial to millennial time scales and harmonic degrees
ranging between 10 and 150. Discrepancies with respect to the
Maxwell rheology range between 10% and 45% for the Andrade
rheology and between 5% and 140% for the SBM. The largest effect
induced by different rheologies is obtained one hundred years after
the loading for both rheologies. After ten thousand years, the dif-
ferences in LLNs for both profiles and all rheologies are lower than
1.8%, which indicates that the rheologies do not affect LLNs ten
thousand years after the loading for the considered Earth's
structure.

LLNs computed for the VM5ammodels show a larger amplitude
depending on the harmonic degree than that calculated for VM5a
models. While the discrepancies between rheologies are important
one year after the loading, they rapidly reduce as early as ten years
after the loading and tend to zero one thousand years after the
loading. Discrepancies between LLNs from VM5am and VM5a
models are reduced to less than 1% ten thousand years after the
5

loading. As expected, this implies that VM5am models are more
sensitive to changes occurring at smaller spatial scales from annual
to centennial time scales.

For VM5am models, the greatest effects induced by different
rheologies are observed one year after loading for LLNs with
harmonic degrees between 50 and 100. For VM5a models, it is
rather one hundred years after loading for LLNs with harmonic
degrees lower than 75. Besides, VM5am models lead to larger
LLNs than VM5a models for a time scale lower than ten thousand
years. These results indicate that a large viscosity contrast in the
upper mantle leads to greater discrepancies in the viscous
response and larger differences between rheologies from annual
to centennial time scales. This implies that surface-mass changes
occurring a few decades to centuries ago, such as during the LIA
[18,19], might lead to different present Earth deformation
depending on the rheology. Besides, given the different time re-
sponses depending on the viscosity structure and the rheology,



Fig. 5. LLNs computed for VM5a and VM5am Earth models using Maxwell (blue),
Andrade (red) and Burgers (black) rheologies (a) 100 years and (b) 1000 years after the
loading. The green curves show the elastic LLNs of the VM5a (solid) and VM5am
(dashed) models.

Fig. 6. LLNs computed for VM5a and VM5am Earth models using Maxwell (blue),
Andrade (red) and Burgers (black) rheologies) 10,000 years after the loading. The green
curves show the elastic LLNs of the VM5a (solid) and VM5am (dashed) models.
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the analysis of LLNs suggests that estimates of relative sea level
(RSL) and paleo-shoreline changes might also be affected
[33,61,62]. Next, we us the LLNs for these six Earth models to
estimate displacements and gravity changes resulting from the
past and present ice-mass changes.

3. Response to ice-mass change in Antarctica

3.1. Predicting the deformation

The LLNs in section 2 are adopted to estimate the deformation
induced by ice-mass changes at the surface of the Earth using the
Green's function formalism. The Green's functions characterize the
impulse response of the Earth to a point-mass excitation. The LLNs
in section 2.3 are used to compute Green's functions for the surface
radial displacement (Gur) and the surface gravity disturbance (Gg).
They are defined as [13,40]:
6

Gurðj; tÞ ¼ G
ga

X∞
n¼0

h0n ðtÞ Pn ðcos jÞ (7)

Ggðj; tÞ ¼ �G
2

X∞
n
�
1� nþ 1

n
k0nðtÞ þ

2
n
h0nðtÞ

�
Pn ðcos jÞ (8)
a n¼0

where t is time, Pn is the Legendre polynomial, j is the angular
distance between the point estimating the deformation and the
source of the deformation, G is the universal gravitational constant,
and a is the Earth's mean radius. The source of the deformation is
usually not a point mass but a surface distribution of mass sL that
varies with time at the surface of the Earth. Then the Green's func-
tions are convoluted with the surface-mass distribution to compute
Green's functions for the surface radial displacement (Gur) and the
surface gravity disturbance (Gg). The convolution can be written as:

Xðq;f; tÞ ¼
ð ð

U

ðt
�∞

GXðj; t � t0ÞsLðq0;f0; t0Þdt0dU (9)

where U is the total area covered by the surface-mass distribution,
dU ¼ a2 sinq0dq0d40 is the elementary area, X is ur or g. We use the
open-source TABOO software from Spada [44] to perform the
convolution (9). The original version of TABOO allows the compu-
tation of the surface displacements and the geoid changes of a
spherically symmetric, non-rotating, incompressible, self-
gravitating, and Maxwell Earth model induced by a load. We
modified TABOO to compute the surface gravity changes [19] and
input LLNs from ALMA. The native spherical harmonics expansion
of the ocean redistribution function in TABOO is limited to degree
180. However, Figs. 4e6 show that there would be little differences
in the modeling for degrees beyond 180, with expected discrep-
ancies in LLNs no larger than 4%. Therefore, we limit the modeling
to that harmonic degree.

3.2. Pleistocene deglaciation

The past ice history in Antarctica is complex and not entirely
understood due to the lack of observations, specifically observa-
tions of near-field paleo-shoreline evolution. Indeed, far-field
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observations of paleo-shoreline evolution help to constrain the
amount of ice, while near-field observations also provide con-
straints on the timing of ice-mass changes [61,62]. In Antarctica,
paleo-shorelines are not available, which makes it difficult to
properly estimate the history of the ice sheet during the Pleisto-
cene. Therefore, it is possible to compare observations of present
displacement and gravity rates with estimates derived primarily
through the Maxwell Earth model. This section assesses the effect
of the three rheologies (section 2.1) on GIA deformation resulting
from the Pleistocene deglaciation in Antarctica.

To describe the ice-mass change history of the AIS during the
Pleistocene, we use the model ICE-6G_C (VM5a) [25,54]. The ge-
ometry of ICE-6G_C (VM5a) is used in SELEN4 [63]. Ice-mass vari-
ations are described for each former iced area, approximated by
3,046 caps of 0.61� radius, from 26 kyrs ago to the present, using a
time history of 500-year time steps. Even though the conservation
of mass is implemented in TABOO, it was not designed to account
for sea level changes induced by ice-mass changes. As SELEN4 in-
tegrates the sea level equation, we use SELEN4 to estimate the ef-
fect of sea level changes on deformations in Antarctica and compare
predicted current radial displacement rates from TABOO with that
from SELEN4 for ICE-6G_C (VM5a) using the same Maxwell Earth
model (VM5a). Considering sea level changes, the uplift rate in
Antarctica would increase by 15%.

Fig. 7 shows the present radial displacement and gravity varia-
tion rates in Antarctica induced by the Pleistocene deglaciation
estimated using the VM5a viscosity profile with a Maxwell
Fig. 7. (a) Present radial displacement and (b) gravity variation rates in Antarctica induced
and the VM5a viscosity profile, using a Maxwell rheology. Differences between present radia
Maxwell and Burgers rheologies due to the Pleistocene deglaciation in Antarctica. The yello
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rheology. The pattern of the deformation rates is similar to that
estimated by Argus et al. [54]. The largest deformations are mainly
located in West Antarctica and South of the Antarctic peninsula.
Fig. 7 c and d show the differences in radial displacement rates
when using Andrade and Maxwell rheologies and using Burgers
and Maxwell rheologies, respectively. The largest differences are
located in West Antarctica and the Antarctic peninsula, where the
largest geodetic rates are predicted (Fig. 7). Employing the Andrade
rheology to model the present deformations due to the Pleistocene
deglaciation leads to rates mainly lower than that obtained by the
Maxwell rheology. Differences in uplift rates reach up to 0.5 mm/yr
under the Ronne-Filchner ice shelf. The Burgers rheology leads to
slightly larger and lower rates than the Maxwell rheology in East
and West Antarctica, respectively. The largest difference is about
± 0:2 mm=yr.

To investigate the effect of viscosity structure and rheological
laws on paleo-shoreline predictions, Fig. 8 shows the cumulative
radial displacement (75�S and 63�W) during the last 26 kyrs
computed using VM5a and VM5am Earth models. Adding a low-
viscosity layer in the upper mantle directly impacts the total ver-
tical uplift. Indeed, a 26 kyr-cumulated uplift derived using VM5am
models is 40 m larger than that derived using VM5a models. For
both VM5a and VM5am models, using Burgers and Andrade rhe-
ologies results in larger cumulative displacement than using
Maxwell rheology, up to 1 m (VM5am) and 4 m (VM5a) after 26
kyrs (Fig. 8 c). A more detailed analysis (Fig. 8 b) shows that from 26
to 14.5 kyrs ago, the six Earth models led to very similar radial
by the Pleistocene deglaciation estimated by the ICE-6G_C (VM5a) deglaciation model
l displacement rates estimated (c) using Maxwell and Andrade rheologies and (d) using
w star indicates the estimated location of the time series in Fig. 8.



Fig. 8. Cumulative radial displacement during (a) the last 26 kyrs estimated by ICE-6G_C (VM5a) model using VM5a and VM5am Earth models. The observer is located on the shore
of the Antarctic peninsula as shown in Fig. 7. As the same as (a), (b) is at the beginning of the melting of the AIS, and (c) is the last one kyr before the present.
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displacements. Discrepancies in radial displacement between rhe-
ologies range from 5 to 20 cm, with Burgers providing the largest.
During this time interval, the Northern Hemisphere is subject to
essential mass changes while the AIS remains almost stable [25,54],
which suggests that the models are not significantly sensitive to
far-field mass changes. The AIS began to lose mass about 14.5 kyrs
ago, as indicated by the uplift of a few meters in Fig. 8b. Similar
uplifts were observed at 11.5 and 11 kyrs ago. These events repre-
sent a large change in relative sea level [64,65]. Fig. 8 illustrates that
the viscosity structure and the rheologies significantly impact the
timing of the deformations. The transient response of Burgers and
Andrade rheologies leads to larger deformation during the first few
centuries after deglaciation. Different rheologies do not result in
different Earth responses at longer time scales. Consequently,
deglaciation models based on paleo-shoreline evolution and cu-
mulative surface displacements should be impacted using a strong
viscosity contrast in the upper mantle and different rheologies.

3.3. Recent ice-mass change

To consider the present mass changes in Antarctica, we use the
variations of the ice sheet elevation between January 2002 and
November 2017 derived by Schr€oder et al. [67] from satellite
altimetry. The glaciers showing the greatest elevation variation
are the Thwaites Glacier and Pine Island Glacier (PIG), with
elevation variation exceeding 20 cm/yr [66,67]. We model the ice-
mass variation by covering the Antarctic surface with 1,784 ice
caps of 0.43� of half amplitude. Caps located south of 85�S are
excluded as little altimetry data is available for these latitudes due
to the orbit geometry of satellites. We also exclude any cap with
no thickness variation. The height variation associated with each
cap is averaged from altimetry height changes. The yearly piece-
wise constant phases are used to describe the temporal variations
of the AIS height that combined with the density (931 kg/m3) of
pure ice as an upper boundary for the local mass changes [68].
This forms the present-day ice-mass change (PDIMC) model. The
distribution of caps and the associated height change rates are
shown in Fig. 9a.

Fig. 9b and c shows the vertical displacement and the gravity
variation close to PIG (yellow star in Fig. 9c) for the six Earth
models. The observer's location is chosen near PIG where the mass
change is the largest over the studied time interval, which should
result in the largest deformation. The purely elastic deformation
(green curves in Fig. 9b and c) is similar in all Earth models and
contributes the most to the cumulative vertical displacement using
the VM5amodel in 2017. It is less than 50 % of the total deformation
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for the VM5am model. In VM5am models, the low viscosity layer
within the upper mantle more than doubles the deformation.

Regarding the viscous deformation in 2017, Andrade and
Burgers rheologies led to larger uplift and gravity change than
the Maxwell rheology. The difference reaches about 20 mm/3
mgal and about 27 mm/4 mgal for VM5a and VM5am Earth
models, respectively. Besides, for VM5a models, the Maxwell
rheology induces neglectable viscous deformation compared to
the elastic deformation [20]. After 2017, the ice mass stopped
changing in the PDIMC model. The viscous response increases
the discrepancies between deformations resulting from the three
rheologies. The largest differences between vertical displacement
and gravity variation are obtained using Maxwell and Burgers
rheologies with the VM5a profile. They reach up to 100 mm and
16.5 mgal in 2070.

To better understand the changes induced by different rhe-
ologies and the two viscosity profiles, the time-varying rate of
the vertical displacement and the gravity variation are plotted
in Fig. 10. VM5am models lead to rates more than five times
that estimated using VM5a models, showing that the inclusion
of a low viscosity layer within the upper mantle can help to
reconcile geodetic rates derived from observations with model
predictions [17,19,20]. An effect is noticeable when comparing
the rates obtained from the three rheologies using VM5am.
Indeed, using the Burgers rheology led to instantaneous rates
that are 10 and 41 % larger than that from using Andrade and
Maxwell rheologies in 2017. Discrepancies in rates derived using
different rheologies are the largest when the ice mass stopped
changing in 2017. They converge to reach similar values about
50 years later for VM5am models. This convergence takes more
time for VM5a models, specifically between rates estimated
using the Burgers rheology and those using the other two
rheologies.

4. Discussion

4.1. About the relative sea level

Most of the recent Pleistocene deglaciationmodels, such asW12
[69], IJ05_R2 [70], A13 [71], or ICE-6G_C (VM5a) [25,54], use paleo-
shoreline observations in Scandinavia and North America to
constrain the deglaciation history. As these regions have con-
straints on far- and near-field observations, the deglaciation history
is expected to be more accurately estimated [61,62]. These models
employ a Maxwell viscoelastic Earth to estimate the timing and
amount of ice involved in the deglaciation. In sections 3.2 and 3.3,



Fig. 9. (a) Thickness variation rates between 2002 and 2017 for the PDIMC model of the AIS. Pink triangles show the locations of the GPS stations used in Barletta et al. (2018) [20].
The yellow star shows the location where (b) vertical displacement and (c) gravity variations are estimated using the Maxwell, Andrade and Burgers rheologies. The deglaciation
started in 2002 and ended in 2017. The green lines show the purely elastic response for the VM5a and the VM5am Earth models.

Fig. 10. Time-varying rates of (a) the viscous radial displacement and (b) gravity variation estimated near PIG (yellow star in Fig. 9a).
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we present the accumulated radial displacement for the ICE-6G_C
(VM5a) and PDIMC models. The viscosity profiles have the largest
impact on the accumulated radial displacement, leading to an in-
crease of more than 40 m. Rheologies with a transient response
9

have a lower effect on displacement estimation, increasing the
decennial to centennial time scales up to 10 m for the ICE-6G_C
(VM5a) model. Similar results are obtained for the PDIMC model,
with differences in displacement ranging up to 20 cm. These results
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show that rheologies have an impact on constraining near-field
mass changes. Consequently, using different rheologies to model
past ice-mass changes from paleo-shoreline observations should
lead to varying chronologies of mass evolution. Therefore, it is ex-
pected that changing the rheology is likely to have a notable effect
when modeling the northern hemisphere deglaciations where the
paleo-shorelines are available, meeting the conclusions by Simon
et al. [33].

4.2. About the upper mantle viscosity

Nield et al. (2014) [17] found that the Earth model that better
explains GNSS data in the Antarctic Peninsula has a lithosphere
thickness of 140 km and an upper mantle viscosity ranging be-
tween 6� 1017 and 2� 1018 Pa$s. Working on the Fleming glacier
in the Antarctic peninsula, Zhao et al. [72] suggested a viscosity for
the upper mantle between 1019 and 1020 Pa$s, based on a multi-
decennial study of the ice-mass change. This discrepancy in the
result could be explained by a timescale dependency on the upper
mantle viscosity.

Other examples of upper mantle viscosities inferred from pre-
sent-day ice-mass changes are found in Greenland and Svalbard.
M�emin et al. [19] inferred the shallow upper mantle viscosity from
gravity variation and vertical uplift observations induced by past
(Pleistocene, LIA) and present ice-mass changes. They found that a
viscosity ranging from 1:0 to 5:5� 1018 Pa$s and a lithosphere
thickness between 50 and 100 km can explain the observed
geodetic rates. Similar results were recently obtained for the
Greenland region by Paxman et al. (2023). According to Adhikari
et al. [73], an estimation of the mantle viscosity is inferred from
sub-centennial mantle deformation and compared to GIA estimates
in Greenland. These estimates are derived from GNSS observations.
The upper mantle viscosity should at least be one order of magni-
tude below the value commonly found in GIA studies, with a vis-
cosity ranging from 3 to 11� 1019 Pa$s. The study of Paxman et al.
[32] on the timescale-dependent apparent viscosity of the upper
mantle in Greenland also agrees with these results. They found that
the apparent viscosity of the upper mantle depends on the time-
scale, with a viscosity of 1018 Pa$s for the decennial periods and
1019 Pa$s for the centennial periods at a depth of 200 km. The
upper mantle viscosity keeps a stable value of about 6� 1020 Pa$ s
for multi-millennial periods and above. Considering a Maxwell
viscoelastic Earth, these estimations are obtained to account for the
current bedrock uplift rates due to the present melting. Several
studies based on GNSS and satellite altimetry observations show a
timescale dependency on the viscosity of the upper mantle. As
shown in section 2.1, the Andrade and Burgers rheologies have a
short-term transient response with viscosities up to 2 orders of
magnitude lower than the millennial time scale. Using rheologies
with a transient response should be investigated to explain these
observations.

Section 3.3 highlights differences in the estimated uplift rates,
especially between Burgers and Maxwell rheologies for PDIMC
models. The uplift and gravity variation rates derived using the
Burgers rheology can be ten times larger than those estimated
using the Maxwell rheology. Similarly, with the Andrade rheology,
we obtain rates up to 4.5 times larger than that derived using the
Maxwell rheology. Results from sections 3.2 and 3.3 show that
adding a low-viscosity layer increases the PDIMC deformation rates
but decreases the Pleistocene rates. These results indicate that the
Earth needs to be less viscous for short-term mass changes and
more viscous for long-term deglaciation periods. This can be ach-
ieved using transient rheologies such as Andrade or Burgers, with
more tuning of the parameters controlling the short-term transient
response of the Earth.
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5. Conclusion

This study computes the LLNs for six Earth models involving the
viscoelastic rheologies of Maxwell, Andrade, and Burgers and two
viscosity profiles: the VM5a [25,54] and a modified version VM5am
that includes a 120 km-thick layer in the upper mantle with a
viscosity of about three orders of magnitude lower. The different
responses are observed using the three rheologies mainly for
loading wavelengths larger than 200 km. Besides, the large vis-
cosity contrast in the upper mantle amplifies the discrepancies in
the viscous responses from annual to centennial time scales.

Then, the radial displacement and surface gravity disturbances
are estimated from the ICE-6G_C (VM5a) past deglaciation model
and the PDIMCmodel derived from satellite altimetry. We compare
the predicted rates from the six Earth models to assess their effect
on the amplitude and the chronology of the geodetic variations. The
largest impact on GIA-induced geodetic parameters is due to the
low viscosity layer in the upper mantle. This layer increases the
total displacement caused by the Pleistocene deglaciation by up to
about 40 m and the PDIMC by up to 240 mm. Using the ICE-6G_C
(VM5a) model, the Burgers and Andrade rheologies lead to a dif-
ference up to 10 m in radial displacement during the first few
centuries after ice-mass changes.

Introducing a strong viscosity contrast in the upper mantle can
lead to PDIMC-induced geodetic rates more than five times larger
than those without PDIMC. In the low-viscosity layer, the
displacement and gravity variability induced by Burgers and
Andrade rheologies are larger than those induced by Maxwell
rheology, up to 41% and 31%, respectively.

Comparing the model with the observed vertical displacement
rates gives insight into how considering different rheologies and
viscosity structures can help reduce errors. Assuming a low-
viscosity layer within the upper mantle and using both Burgers
and Andrade rheologies also reduce the misfit. Several other
studies have shown that the upper mantle viscosity is likely to be
time-dependent. Using a transient rheology, including a short-term
viscous response to the Earth, should improve GIA modeling by
unifying the effects induced by past and present ice-mass changes
within a single rheological law.
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